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Six vie for

/

/

Phom hy CRAIG COPPOCK

An Eastern Eagle he's not, but then lhis yellow-headed blackbird is nol even from Cheney. The colorful
fowl is perched near Kepple Lake at Turnbull, 2 Vi miles southwest of Cheney.

Shared governance

business and finance and extended
programs to see in what way the
faculty can be kept better informed of actions in those areas that
have University-wide impact, Hall
said.
Duane Thompson, vice president
and provost for academic affairs,
suggested making the faculty president a member of CADS as a way
of increasing communication between the faculty and ad ministration.
Noting that the University has

By ROBERT SILER
Deborah Reis could have been a typical, older Eastern
student.
.
She married soon after high school, then waited more
than ten years to continue her education at a community
college, finally moving to C eney with her youngest son
and commuting back to her hometown of Richland on
weekends to be with her hus band and other children .
But Reis attended Eastern in the early 1970's, when
most students were younger than she. After being
graduated in 1973 with a degre~ in English and the
Huma·n ities, she attended school here summer quarters,
receiving her master's degree in 1976.
And after a short career as a respected teacher in the
Tri-Cities, Reis has taken on the role of country commissioner, ~tional and state committee member and
Eastern's newest trustee.
Reis graduated from Columbia High School in
Richland, where she has lived for 37 ·years. Not satisfied
with the tea and social set available to women in the
late 1950's and early '60's, she began taking courses at
Columbia Basin College in 1964, "for my own personal
satisfaction," she said.
After receiving an associate of arts degree in 1969,
Reis began commuting 100 miles roundtrip to Walla
Walla College, then made the decision to move to
Cheney to finish her undergraduate degree at Eastern.
"At that lime college was one of the few options
available," she said. "Women didn't work as often
then . "

winners in last week's race for position 8, tied with 176 votes each.
Larry E. Walker, Jr., received 125
votes. Though Walker was
eliminated from the position 8 race,
he claims he is now running as a
write-in candidate for position 7.
In last weeks four-way battle for
position 7, Shawn Heffron and
William Christy emerged victorious
to run again today. Heffron drew
194 votes-nearly 40 percent of the
category-while Christy edged out
Maria Loftus by only two votes,
102-100. Pamela Starns received 82
votes.
Only 499 of the over 7,000
potential voters bothered to go to
the polls last Thursday. Of those
who voted, nearly 60 percent in dicated they live on campus and
299 students or about 64 percent ,
indicated they were ages 19 through
2.1.
For complete primary election
results, see page nine.

Alumni plaque
to be dedicated

grown in size and complexity during the past few years, Thompson
also suggested some changes in the
faculty's senate-council structure to
increase the chance that neither
faculty nor administration make a
decision or implement a policy
without the knowledge of another
group.
One such change could be making the faculty presidency a 12
month position, so that the faculty would be represented in case
University-wide decisions needed to
.. .continued on page 9

Eastern's newest trustee
Debbie Reis quite active
Associate Editor ·

Six survivors of last week's AS
primary are on today's general election ballot, from which voters will
decide on three students to fill AS
Council positions 7, 8, and 9 for
next year.
As expected, Martin Welte and
Patricia Bar-de-Ville will face off
again in the race for position 9.
They were the only two who applied to run.
Bor-de-Ville, a fr~shman, was
appointed to position 9 earlier this
quarter by AS Counci.1 to replace
Dean Haller, who had completed
studies here .
Welte, a junior, is a finance major who is a member of ROTC and
was president of the Black Student
Union during the 82-83 academic
year.
Welte led Bor-de-Ville in the
primary by 26 votes , 253 -227 , or
5. 4 percent.
Lisa Rosenau and B.K . Stewart ,

Major hurdle cleared
in faculty discus_
sions
The academic senate and the administration, at an impasse in the
shared governance discussions over
the issue of faculty representatives
on administrative bodies, passed a
major hurdle Monday with the approval of language calling for the
faculty president to be an official
member of the council of academic
deans (CADS).
And Wayne Hall, president of
the faculty organization, will be
meeting with the vice presidents of

:s

posts today
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Compiled from staH accounts

Thursday, May 17, 1984

By AL VOGEL
Staff Writer

A plaque listing EWU alumni
killed in the last four major conflicts will be dedicated tomorrow in
ceremonies at Showalter Hall at I
p.m.
Linda Turner-Jensen, whose
first husband, Randy Turner, was
killed in Vietnam, has donated the
money for the plaque from a trust
fund begun after the EWU
graduate was killed .
The bronze plaque will list, on
brass nameplates, approximately
40 alumni who died in World War
I, World War II, the Korean War.
and the Vietnam War.
Associated Students has donated
funds to have the plaque mounted
in the second floor Rotunda of
Showalter Hall.
A posting of the colors by EWU

ROTC cadets , a speech by EWU
President George Frederickson, the
playing of "Taps," the unveiling of
the plaque by Mrs. Jensen and a
speech by Maj. Gen. George E.
Coates , Adjutant Gen. for
Washington state, are scheduled
for the ceremonies.
Representatives from all four
services will also be in attendance
to honor the alumni who died in
the four major conflicts.
Approximately 28 by 34 inch es
in size, the bronze plaque will list
students who attended EWU for
more than a quarter. The names
will be listed under the war they
died in , and will be set on a marble backing .
The ceremony is to be held on
the Showalter Hall front lawn, with
refreshments being served . All interested people are invited to
attend.

Reis began teaching at Kamiakin High in Kennewick.
She did her graduate work in reading education during
summer quarters under the direction of retired professor
Eugene Fletcher, whom she described as "a rea l role
model for me."
Easterner sports editor Greg Lee, who served as a student assistant to Reis his senior year in high school
(1980), said, " I found her to be admired as an efficient ,
organized and well-liked teacher, not only by her peers
but by the students.
"She's a great addition to the board of trustees ."
Reis said the proposed merger of Eastern and
Washington State University needs to be studied carefully, anything that is done benefiting all involved, not just
special interest groups.
"Universities are in the same business and have the
same interests. We need to work more closely together,
but that doesn't mean you have to merge," she said.
"My primary interest is in quality education at any
level," she said. "In any decision that is made, I want
to know if it is benefiting the student. If it is, then
how? And if not, then why are we doing it?" she said.
Reis would like to see Eastern be allowed to offer
doctorate degrees in some programs and would like to
see more educational opportunities offered in outlying
areas of the region.
"The Tri-Cities has a tremendous interest in education," she said. The community college there is doing a
good job, and a joint center for graduate studies serves
the community well, she said, but a vacuum exists in
upper level undergraduate courses .

...continued on page 9

Deborah Reis
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Meet the candidates

ASEWU
ELEC.TIONS
SAMPLE
BALLOT
General Election
May 17, 1984
Position #7

B. K. Stewart
Lisa Rosenau
<'.ouncil Position

#

8

Hdl0 i '>if, running for Council
Posi• ....n " The reasons are simple;
I woul.! El.~ 10 become more involved with the leadership aspect of student life here at E.W.U. I would like
to help the Associated Student effort, and would like to see more outward expression of A.S. to students.
Students here on campus and in
Spokane need to be better informed . Apathy is a poor excuse for the
lack of information that has been
put forth in recent years.
I have been involved with
residence hall government for the
past two years. This last year I served as president of the Residence Hall
Council. The previous year, I was
Educational Programmer for
Residence Hall Council. My other
leadership experience includes chairmanship of the Model United Nationa·of EWU 1982-83. I have been
a member of the Model United Nations for the past three years.

William Christy

The students' "iews are very important in a i>ystem such as EWU.
Being president of Morrison Hall I
feel I have the skills in getting the
students views and wants into action. Being a council member will
enable me to make sure the students'
views are put to work, not put aside.
My biggest concerns are Pub expansion and turning the Emergency Care Clinic back to the Student
Health Center.

Martin J., Welte
Council Position #9
Hi. Ny na)11e is M: J. Welte and
I am a junior majoring in finance .
I would like to become a council
member because I want to be involved in student government. All too
often, students feel that things arc
happening that they don't agret'
with-and no one cares. As a council member I would be listening to
what students are concerned about
and I would let their concerns be
known. I will actively work towards
increasing student participation at
council meetings. I believe we must
lead by example. I intend to
demonstrate how the council can
work for students-all students.
It is time to, "bend the ear," so
they may hear!

Council Position #9

•

•

l,

I

.

Position #9

MAKE IT WORK .

March of Dimes
- M l T H DEFECTS FOUN°"TION-

Patricia Sor-de-Ville □

THE POLLING
PLACES ARE
LOCA:TEDIN
THE PUB,
T AWANKA, AND
"ff.IE SPOKANE
H.E.C FROM
7:30 AM
to 7:00 PM.

Dave's·Auto·
½ Mile South On Spangle Road

•Foreign & Domestic Repair
• High Power Engine Repair
• Body & Glass Repair
• New & Used Parts
235-61.23, Cheney - 838-3677, Spok_a ne

·-------------------------,
I
I

.

BRUNCH

*live Music*

Sun., May 20

BRUNCH

Thursday-Friday
8:30 to 12:30

Mon., May 21

Fm Onion Soup, Macaroni & Chse, Corndog/Pot Chp,
Fruit Sid Bowl, Corn, Salad Bar, Wht & 0mg. Br~,
Coconut Cook.

Tues ., May 22

Scotch Brotch, Sloppy Joes.' Broccoli Cass., Contin~ntal R~ce, Zucchini, Salad Bar, Wht & WW Brd, Vamlla
Pudding, Re Krspi Sq.

•Wed., May 23

Split Pea Soup, Neptunes Delight, Sukiyaki, Taco Salad,
Fr St Gr. Beans, Salad Bar, Wht & Orng. Brd, Choe. Pudding, R~nger Cookies

l

.

•

I

•

t

I

•
•

I
)

I

'

I

•
•

I

I

100/o Off On All Perms!
Haircuts $8

I

Long Hair Slightly Higher

1
1
1
I
I

I

Only 3 Blocks From The Jefferson Lot Bus Stop
Hair Care Center
I
Expires 9/1 /84
933 w. 3rd & Monroe
Limit One Per Guy or Gal
(Loc;ated in the BOF Buildina)•

I

------------------------

FOR YOUR
GRADUATE!

I

Your Hometown
Supplier for
Gifts, Party Supplies &
Novelties for the
o ·r aduate
I

Ben
Franklin
Better quality for less

I
I

'
~

I

\

I

-- With This Coupon: - -

L

Sat., May 19

838-5160 I

I
I

II

Manhtn Clm Chd, Fishwich, Bkd Spaghetti, Ham Sid
Bowl, Cut Gr. Beans, Salad Bar, Wht & Cr Wht Brd,
Oatmeal Cok;;.

I

I

24 Hour Towing

Thurs., May 17 Bean Soup, Tacos, Tuna Ndl Cass ., Pizza SI~, Carrot
Coins, Salad Bar, Wht & WW Brd, Choe. Chip Cook.

I I

□

M. J. Welte

~:c::=:::::::a:=::=::t::c:=::::::::ia:::::=:=::::z ...
-c==::.-:.:::a:-::.r.c:::.::•--::::::::t--...
-c===::::::x::

Fri., May 18

. . ,'

□
□

Lisa Rosenau
B. K. Stewart

Wenatchee Valley Apple Blossom
Festival parade, where the team
recently appeared. "Now you can
join the millions who have thrilled
to the sight and sound of eight
giant horses pulling a bright red
Budweiser wagon. Don't miss this
portion of the past brought to life,"
advises the Clydesdale's poster.

After traveling down First and
Second Streets to visit Salnave
Elementary School, the Clydesdales
will trot back to Washington, then
down Elm Street, arriving on campus in front of the PUB between
1:30 and 2 for a half hour stop,
Weller said.
Then the wagon will head to Betz
Elementary for another stop before
traveling back to the police station.
The Clydesdale draft horses
chosen for the team must weigh
between 2,000 and 2,400 pounds,
according to a commentator at the

Presently I hold Council Position
•9. My goals are to increase involvement of the student body in "their"
university through stronger lines of
communication between EWU
organizations, administration,
faculty, and students. This can be
accomplished thtuugh student
liaisons, a regularly published AS
Update Newsletter, and a descriptive book listing all committees and
clubs . I will also push for increased
efficiency in the administration,
reduced room and board costs,
lower parking rates, and a change
in the present meal card system.

*No Cover*

.

I'm running for Council Position
117. I'm a junior majoring in French
and possibly fashion merchandising.
Currently I'm publicity coordinator
for Streeter Hall and I love being involved in student government. I like
meeting new people and new
challenges and feel this would be an
excellent opportunity for me to see
what I can contribute to Eastern
Washington University. I'll do my
best to do the best!

Eight tons of horse and that
bright red Budweiser wagon will
parade through Cheney and visit
Eastern Tuesday as the Cheney
Chamber of Commerce and extended programs host the famous
Clydesdale hitch team.
Billed as "America's largest ,
longest., heaviest living legend," the
eight-horse-drawn beer wagon
begins its three-hour parade at
noon from in front of the Cheney
police station, said Darlene Weller,
extended programs.

Served from 10:30 a.m.-2: 15 p .m.

• 1 '

Position #8

My name is Shawn Heffron ·and

**Don't**
Forget to Clydesdales to pound
**vote** th·e streets of Cheney

LUNCHEON MENU

Kegs To Go
235-6294

Council Position •7

I am a transfer student at EWU,
and since l'vt; been here I have
observed policies and procedures
that do not reflect the opinions or
needs of the students here at
Eastern. I realize of course it takes
more than one person to eliminate
the inadequacies existing in the present system. However, at some point
in time a move must be made to improve upon these conditions. I feel
that I can initiate some effective action to improve the situation herl! al
Eastern Washington University.

•

"Sbowie's"

Shawn Heffron

Council Position #7

Patricia Dor-de-Ville

Free Ice With

Shawn Heffron
□
William A. Christy □

Council P~sition •8

•

o

I

•

•

t

.,

f

I

I

t

Cheney
Plaza
Shopping Center

I

I

t

. .'
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P~of going
Long wavto
defy gre1vity
Chad M. Bulson
Staff Writer
Isaac Newton's explanation of
the course of planets in terms of a
universal law of gravity and Albert
Einstein's theory of relativity may
be wrong.
For 182 years scientists have
relied on these laws for research but
Dr. Daniel R. Long of Eastern may
have proven these theories wrong
or at least inconsistent.
Dr. Long, a physicist, believes
his experiments will prove that one
of Newton's laws of gravity is incorrect. This law, called the inverse
square law, describes the relation
between distance and gravitational
force based on a formula containing a constant labeled 0.
The so called gravitational constant "G" is known only with
moderate prec1s1on in the
laboratory. Constant "G" is
known to be constant at great
distances, between 10 million and
JOO million miles. Long said, "the
same constant does not apply at
d_istances of a few centimeters.''
Long, in his laboratory in the

science building, is trying to prove
his theory correct. Dr. Long has
been working on his theory for
about 14 years. Along with other
scientists from around the world including Dr. F. D. Stacey from the
University · of Queensland in
Australia to the Newman group at
the University of California at Irvine. Long hopes to have proof of
his theory soon.
"I'm having problems with getting funds for my experiments,"
said Long. "The scientific community does not like me and my
work." If Long is right many
millions of dollars of research
"would go out the window," he
said, "and scientists don't like having their cages rattled." Long said
there is only one chance in 10,000
he's wrong.
Long, who was on a sabatical in
1982, was given $4,000 from
Eastern and has received around
$15,000 in grants for his research.
''rhe problem with getting the
money," said Long, "is that the
ones who give it out are firm
believers of the Newton and Einstein theories."
Long has also encountered other

Pholo by BRAD GARRISON

Daniel R. Lon,c, Eastern physics professor, has a weighty project on his hands--that of disproving Newton's
lheory of gravity.
.
problems.
Toilets flushing on the campus
effect Long's research. His device,
one that he has built along with
students, is so sensitive that toilets
flushing from around the area can
cause errors in his measurments.
Walking into the room where the
measurments of gravitational pull
are measured will throw off the
calculations because the floor has
moved 1 millionth of a degree and
caused optical levers to couple. Dr.

Honors seminars give
look at Jove and peace

Long said he hopes to get a vibration isolated pier installed in the
new science wing for his experiments.
The machine he uses for the experiements measua:es the twisting of
a tungsten torsion fiber. The fiber
twists when two tantalum rings are
placed on either side of the fiber in
which a dense ball hangs. The
gravitational pull of the two rings
causes the fiber to twist. By knowing the fibers resistance to twisting,
the angle that it twisted, the masses
of the baJls and rings and the
distances between them, Long has

For All Your Favorite Beverages!

It's
Bill's taV€Rn

I

In , the ...Jate~ l,960s- and '70s,Eastern students protesting the
U.S. involvement in Vi.e tnam
chanted "make love, not war."
Eastern students in 1984 have the
opportunity to study that political
goal and the way to achieve it
through two seminars, Paci.fism
and Non-Violence, and Love in
Literature·, to be 'o ffered by the
University Honors Program fall
quarter.

peace study programs, the course.
will also examine the question,
"Do educators, parents, and concerned citizens have a moral
responsibility to teach children
about non-violence as a legitimate
alternative to militarism?" and will
explore the historial, philosophical,
philosophical, psychological, and ·
religious roots of pacifism, accor- :
·ding to the course outline.
The Love In Literature seminar,
to be taught by Ingeborg Urcia,
associate professor of English, will
trace the development of the concept of "romantic love" from Antiquity throu,gh the Middle Ages,

The pacifism and non-violence
seminar, to be taught by Francis
Kazemek, assistant professor of
education, will explore the following questions: "Are there alternatives to violence and force, and and the evolution of ''courtly
if so, what are they? How can those love," the Age of Sensibility, and
alternatives be made man ifest in an Victorianism, "Since 'love' is a maindividual's life? In a particular jor component in most modern ficsociety? In a nation? In the tion," according to the course
outline.
world?" according to the course
outline.
Aspects of romantic love such as
Noting that more than 80 col- "love at first sight," "love as
leges and universities now have tragedy," and "love and its rela-

T

tionship to marriage" will be
discussed, and changing attitudes
toward love will be traced, according to the course outline.
Some of the literary works to be
read in the course are Ovid's "Art
of Love," Shakepeare's "Romeo
and
Juliet,"
Richardson's
"Pamela," Goethe's "The Sufferings of Werther," and "Tristan
and Isolde.''
The four-credit courses are listed
as Honors 398, sections one and
two. The Pacifism and NonViolence seminar will be offered
Tuesdays and Thursdays from 1-3,
while the Love in Literature
seminar will be presented Mondays
and Wednesdays from 1-3, are
open to students with at least a 3.3
college g.p.a. according to honors
departmenL secretary Judith
Chapman.
Students wishing more information about the courses should stop
by the department, located in
Hargreaves 204, or call 359-2358,
Chapman said.

been able to show that the constant
G has varied by 0.4 per cent. The
machine he uses costs around 60
thousand doJlars to replace, he
said.
If Dr. Long is right the implications are serious. If the constant G
is not constant ballistic missles aiming would be wrong and oil drillers
would have to reformulate their
basis for finding oil, not to mention destroying a multi-million
dollar industry.
If Dr. Long is right it will
definitely change our concept of
the universe.

II

For That Spring
Special!

II

II

-Happy Hour-

:

Monday thru Thursday
5-7 p.m.
Featuring: Chicken ·& Joe's

H

• •
911 1st St.

J.

235-8405

•------•COUPON•-------,

I Chicken· Breast Fillets 1I

I

We don't have a big sign but you can find
us next to Jarms Hardware in Cheney.

I

Single: 82.39
Double: 84.39

I

I------•Expires 5/23/84,_____.I
r-----•CO~PON---•---i

i

II

Taco Salad

81.99
.

i
II

!-----■Expires 5/23/84•-----
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Opinion
Joint grad center
for Spokane area
the best answer
By ROBERT SILER
Associate Editor

The Spokane Chamber of
Commerce's merger study committee, in its report released last
month, stated that Washington
State University in the past had
neglected some of Spokane's
educational needs, especially in
business and industry.
The study further noted that
Eastern had been ''singularly
responsive to Spokane's past
and current postsecondary
educational needs .''
Allowing Eastern to expand to the doctorate level to end the
educational "turf wars" and meet Spokane's need for a research
university, though, was ranked as the committee's third option,
behind an Eastern-WSU merger or the establishment of a WSU
sattelite campus in Spokane.
A possible merger or establishment of a sattelite campus are
loaded with potential costs, disruption of student services, and
unfair a1locations of resources. Avoiding the duplication of programs in a merger situation, for example, could lead to the shuttling of students between Cheney, Pullman, and Spokane.
And Eastern should be allowed to develop programs at the doctorate level in a natural progression with the strong programs the
University has developed in biology, business, education, geology,
psychology and computer engineering.
But for a variety of reasons, the most practical and prudent
way to meet the needs of the area should be the merger committee's fourth option--establishment of a joint graduate center in
Spokane.
Such a center would allow WSU to offer in a more useful manner the strong research programs it has developed over the past
100 years and give Eastern a chance to concentrate its resources
in developing credible doctorate programs in selected areas.
Comments in the news media by WSU faculty and student
leadership that would relegate Eastern to a glorified teacher's college have little foundation. Eastern faculty have been very active
in research and scholarship. Geology professor Tom Miller, for
example, is currently in Belize, working to test a theory on the
development of karst limestone formations.
Professor Daniel Long, continues to work on experiments dealing with the laws of gravity. Professor Mohammad lkramuddin
has proven adept at getting grants for various research projects.
Eastern continues to show a vitality that should be nurtured by
the state and community.
Eastern cannot do it all at once, however. It would be politically
impossible to win approval for the development of a second, fullfledged research university in eastern Washington when only one
exists in the west side of the state.
Full-fledged expansion of Eastern would also result in duplication of programs with those offered at WSU, not justifiable in
this high-tech age of instant communication.
And expansion of Eastern would most likely only serve to spark
·
renewed turf wars.
Most telling, though, is the question of er.edibility. Eastern can
readily offer doctorate programs in a few areas, with only modest
increases in resources. But any such programs need time to fit
into the overall pattern of supporting courses. If those are not
available, then a new program is left hanging.
A good example is Eastern's new master's of communication
degree. While its description says it encompasses journalism, those
supporting courses do not exist. A continuing journalism student

merger
part three

would be better off going to the University of Montana.

·

WSU, meanwhile, has been involved in research throughout
its history. Development of a joint graduate center, using WSU's
background, but also using such facilities and resources as Eastern
and other schools can offer, is the best way to meet Spokane's
immediate needs.
Al Yates, vice president and provost for academic affairs at
WSU, has endorsed a possible joint center. In a telephone interview last week he explained his view further: "The exciting thing
for me is the prospect of coming together, combining the resources
and special successes we each have as institutions, for the progress of Spokane.''
Whatever the problems of the past, cooperation is most in order
to end the turf wars and meet Spokane's needs.
·
Talks of a merger or WSU expansion, fueled in part by those
who seek only WSU's prestige for the area, should be set aside.
Eastern should be patient in its growth, yielding in some areas
to allow other schools to help meet the area's .needs.
The establishment of a joint graduate center i1i'°Spokane should
be en'd orsed by alt •involved, now.

l

Letters
Prof objects to 'Hallmark· taste
Easterner readers deserve better
reviews than thos•.: of By Opendack.
The ar 1• . ins ~ 11. OpeP.dack can
find no n~ .. .) .n Fasrern University Thea .re Produ1.ion:--.yr!t can see
nothing ~ood or beautiful to
celebrate in the Keinholz exhibit.
His review of the latter reads as if
he saw one piece and was so shocked that he was unable to view the
rest of the exhibit objectively or
even to see it all. One senses that
his taste is so delicate that his idea
of 'art' is that found on the shelves
of a Hallmark Gift Shop.
The tableaux "Portrait of a
Mother ; .. '' and "The Jesus Corner" are both studies which
celebrate the beauty create~: by ordinary people as they decora te i:o~tions of their environmeral in ~11
attempt to project their values to

passers-by."The Fountai · · 1s a work
of great sophistication and humor.
To be sure, none of the assemblages
are light pieces, nor easily viewed.
"Still Live," (a work with a loaded
gun capable of firing-not .
displayed here, but commented on
by B.0.) is a reminder ·that we live
in a world with thousands of live
missiles which are far more likely
to be fired than the sculptured gun
and which are currently aimed at
hundreds of millions of people
without their consent. I don't consider having the dangers inherent in
the work explained to one and being required to sign a waiver of
responsibility to be actions construed to "encourage" viewers to sit
in front of the rifle. Keinholz' work
is "an interpretive observation of
society-the way society conducts

its affairs and how it attends (or
more often, fails to attend) to the
social and psychological welfare of
its members," to quote a more
thoughtful critic.
. B.O, ~s i;eyje~ .i~1.a,sll»Jlow .l~ijil)M 1
· of "Kienholz shows,u~ .~,'!t.hi~ij .A. •· , ..., r
this is his theme." and a string of
unwarranted assumptions and innuendos: "Is this Keinholz's view of
life?"; "we must brood over others'
misfortunes"; "he encourages us to
become Peeping Toms"; "does he
merely want us to go slumming
safely in a gallery, instead of on the
street, so we can go home still
clean?" 8.0. obviously didn't make
it "home clean." "So much for the
art world" has to be the snottiest
conclusion I've ever read. Both the
artists and Easterner readers
deserve more resp('n -.ible reviews.
Jerem,· Anderson

uncle Al not a bad Influence,
I am writing this letter in
response to a letter published in the
May 10th edition of The Easterner.
I feel that a few points were not
well taken and I would say
slanderously implied.
The first is implying that the
guys who did the damage were not
at fa ult and that the fault lies with
the business who sold the "booze."
This is like implying that all the liquor stores and the people that run
them are directly responsible for all

youth vandalism related to alcohol.
This is false! The people running
these stores are earning a living just
like everyone else. If the guys want
the "booze" bad enough they will
get it regardless of what impediments they encounter. Also,
when they consume the "booze,"
·it is their responsibility to control
their actions and behave in an adult
manner which is really not th~t difficult.
The second point is I think it

shows a low caliber intellect to try
and drag someone's name through
the mud and make false implications as to their ethics in order to
make noise about not having cable
T. V. in the dorms. I suggest if they
want cable T. V. they should go to
the source instead of whining about
it. Maybe if a class was taught in
maturity and taking responsibility
for your actions this problem
would be relieved. I wonder. ..

Jim Coryat
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More letters

,I

sorry 'BOb, no blood·

Movie reviews lack substance
There is nothing worse than a
bad movie, unless it is a bad movie
review. I am afraid this is the case
with Cassie's movie section in the
Easterner.
Like a bad movie, Cassie•s
reviews lack substance, intelligence,
and direction. I do not profess to
be a movie critic, just an avid
moviegoer who has read numerous
reviews. I feel a critic takes a
definite stand, makes referenct~ to
acting, directing aod screenplay.

5

Some critics go as far as reviewing
any redeeming social significance
as well as the entertainment value
of the film.
What The Easterner has been
giving its readers is a condensed
Readers Digest version of the plot.
Acting skills are rarely discussed and little or no comparisons are
made. A good critic will tell why
a movie should be viewed or avoided without giving a play-by-play
description of the plot and a sim-

I am writing in response to the
article that apeared on page 4 of the
May 10, 1984 issue of The Easterner
entitled, "Andre the Giant's ruining
our image."
The place is Madison Square
Garden (Reese Court I mean). The
time is 10:02 PM and the ring announcer is preparing to face the
roaring fans. lt is almost an impossible task as they scream for
more, but they begin to silence
knowing that "The Main Event" is
Lhe next bout on tonight's card.
Thi s is the climax of an evening of
head butts, atomic knee drops,
body slams, and elbow smashes. On
that night the people got to see
something they rarel y get to see in
these parts. It was a "Big Time Professional Wrestling" match. A way
for people to relieve their daily and
vearlv frustrations.
As the crowd silenced, a fan
stood up and yelled, " We want
BLOOD!" But, there was no blood
to be seen on this night, fake or
real-sorr"y Mr. Siler. What was to
be seen was Andre the Giant, the
"Eighth Wonder of the World.'' A
mammoth man standing 7'4" and
weighing 500 lbs. He is probably the
most popular professional in the
business, sorry George Wagner
(Gorgeous George). But quiet now,
Sandy Barr speaks.
" Well folks, this is what you've
all been waiting for." The crowd
roars. " This is the Main Event of
the Night. It is going to be the bes t
2 out of 3 falls." Again the fans
scream out. "In this corner ... "
you cannot make out the wrestler's
names, but look, isn't that the guy
that put you on hold yesterday,

pie "I thought it was good."
Movie reviews are based on
judgments made by the critic and
moviegoers may or may not agree
with the critic's taste. But if the
opininos are backed by rational
analysis there is no reason to slight
the review.
To adhere to good journalistic
practice the Movie Review Section
of The _E asterner must include
some substance in its critiques.
S. B. Younker

Siler spoils sport
am writing in regards to an
to renect itself in the activities it
events aren't directed toward the
editorial that was recently printed
presents to the public" and later
localized younger audience, and
in The Easterner. The editorial apgoes on LO state " Universities have
seem to be well publicized. Did they
peared in the May 10th issue. It was a responsibility in many areas to try
too hurt Eastern's image?
entitled "Andre the Giant's Ruining to shape public aware_n ess," but it's
Our Image.'' Robert Siler made beyond me what this has to do with
Professional wrestling is the most
many harsh and "erroneous
professional wrestling. I really don't
watched sport in the world and atstatements in his editorial, ·and I'd
think that Andre The Giant and
tendance is on the rise. It is done
like a chance to refute them, and
Edwin Newman were competing for
twelve months a year, seven days a
add a few points of my own.
the same crowd, as Siler suggests
week, and is aired on hundreds of
I attended both events, and to the
"Wrestling hurts the credibility of
TV stations, and should be enbest of my recolleciton no fake our athletic program." If anything
couraged to continue making apblood flew anywh~re; in fact no real
it added to it. Reese Court was
pearances at Eastern . In my
blood flew either. Also, what gives
rented out for the program; this
opinion it can only help our school,
Siler (a journalist) the right to make money goes back into Eastern's
both in offering the public a reason
such unprovable remarks as calling Athletic Department, and, as
to visit the campus, and by being
wrestling "fraudulently dubious"
everyone knows, a lack of money is
a part of a truly wholesome type o f
and claiming that it "is not a real
what takes credibility away from
entertainment, where the good guys
sport." I'll admit that professional athletics, not a fun-filled way of
always win, and defeat their evil opwrestling isn't exactly a real sport raising more of it.
ponents.
Siler is r_ight, though. Entertainin the true sense of the word, but
Finally, in answer to your quesit does have its--rool~ ·ir;1·.q~e .of the · rrient at Easter.n i'sn't always education Siler: Yes, thump, yes!
oldest and most respectable sports tionally oriented, but he is wrong
Thank you,
in the world, or as Salley Sommer whe he says that events "are usualRob J. Pirello
put it in her August 21, 1983 arti- ly directed towards a localized,
cle in Parade Magazine "Wrestlers younger audience and don't receive
are unique artists who mix sports, much
outside
publicity."
theatre and dance in combats of Remember The Tubes, what about
mythologic and international pro- the many religious conventions held
portions."
. in the pavilion, and all the outside
Last1 }'\'eek's paper contained an
Mr:.- 1Sifer, -•st:etes•in ·hH:' editori'a l ' - spons ~ tour.nament~ f~om state .
1
that ·~ uHiVefsitY,·1m~afiwhl1e;'frfes 1vrestling to j~do and 'soccer? These · article (and a letter) which· again
raised the issue of homosexuality
on campus. It seems that the
homosexual community is always
on the defensive: forming support
groups, making accusations against
By Opendack:
provided they sign a risk voucher) . people like Holy Hubert-no matAs a reporter you must be com- It is not the intent of the artist to
ter how unorthodox their methods
mended. You relayed to this stu- hurt anyone. They themselves do
are-and
. retreating behind labels
de11t body in your "Kienholz not know when,and if the gun will
such
as
"gay" and "GALA."
degrades humanity'•• article exact- ever fire. Read the title, and think
Homosexuals seem to always be
ly what YOU saw. it is this point about the real purpose of this
battling
to portray themselves as
which must be· made.
·
piece!
normal and satisfied. I don't
Art is a very personal, intimate
The Kienholzes (Ed and Nancy)
concept. The artist's intent of should not be reprehended. They
his/her work may differ from in- are "realists," producing art which
dividual viewer perceptions which is designed to unlock closets.
are based on our personal exNicole Carroll
periences. It is wrong to narrowly
channel judgments on what and
what is no.t art. Let it be the judgment of the individual to decide if
he/she is an artist, for it is only the
self's mind which understands the
Tell BY OPENDACK that he'll
tremendous mental energy which
find John Galt in the darkest
swells during creativity. No matter
deepest heartlands of Africa, along
how skillfully a piece of art is conwith Jim Morrison, Marilyn
structed, it is impossible for. the
Monroe, Mao Tse Tung, JFK,
viewer to know the steps involved
Buddy Holly, and Elvis. They are
' in its creator's mind.
all living in the lturi Forest with the
"Still Live" was not the first Mbuti pigmies of the Congo, and
tableau done by the Kienholzes to
have formed a band which plays
be recognized. The tableau does polyrhythmic punk-progressive
have a gun containing a single political sex songs.
bullet aimed at a chair (which
Yours Truly,
viewers may sit in if they so desire,
William F. Buckley, Jr.

when you were in a hurry, and there
is the lady that cut you off on the
freeway yesterday, and under that
mask is your boss, you'll swear it!
The dirty, the bad, the evil. You boo
and hiss at them.
Overwhelming the booing is a
s udden roar of clapping and whistling as Andre's big old boot hi ts the
floor. The ring announcer begins,
"And in t his corner weighing ... "
the good, the moral. There is
(almost) no doubt in yo ur mind
who will win. Jt is the All-American
vs. the Bad Boys in a good-stompsout-evil match.
After 23 minutes and six second ,
the match en d s. Or does it? What
was that foreign object that cam e
out of the masked one's s hor ts? It
apeared to be a set of brass
knuckles. The lady in the t hird row
saw it, why couldn't the referee
(w ho also doubled as the ring announcer)? Good is lying out cold
in the middle of the ring. Evi l
places his foot on Good's chest and
then flexes his biceps showi ng all
the booing fans that he has prevailed. Or has he? With a sudden
twinge, Good awakens and continues the match until the bell rings
signifying a draw. Who will prevail?
Come back next week and find out.
Hold on now, what do you mean
there will be no next week? You
mean you are going to let that little old article in The Easterner wipe
out both Good and Bad with one
super drop kick submission hold?
Ah, the sport of professional
wrestling survives in yet another
squared circle.
Brad Cardinal

Gays invited to find Christ
believe "gays" lead normal, welladjusted lives. I, and uncounted
scores of other people, have found
that the only way to lead a happy,
fulfilled and peaceful life is to live
your life for Jesus Christ and the
principles He teaches. I say this not
out of reproof or condemnation of
homosexuals, but rather to invite
those who choose to be homosexual to examine what Christ offers:
genuine agape love. Agape love is
fantastically paradoxical; it is colossally abstract, yet unavoidably

av overlooks purpose

real.
I would challenge members of
the "gay" community at Eastern to
seek out what I speak of. If church
on Sunday mo~ning is not your
style, why not attend weekly
meetings of -CAYAM, HIS Life,
Kampus Sonshine, or InterVarsity, to name a few? Even if
you judge Christians, don't judge
Christ.
Ken Frederick

Study this summer in Idaho
at NO EXTRA CHARGE!*

Galt found
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There is still time to plan to attend Summer Session at the University of Idaho.
Moscow Campus or Coeur d'Alene Center .
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• Non-resident fees will not be applicable
for Summer 1 984 at either the Moscow
Campus or the Coeur d'Alene Center .
Thus fees for all students. whether
residents of Idaho or not will be $50 .50
per credit for undergraduate students in
undergraduate courses and $66 . 50 pe.r
credit for graduate students and graduate
courses . The
change
in
the
undergraduate and graduate fees were
arriong changes made by the Regents of
the University at the April. 1984 meeting .
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YOUR COMPU1l RESUME SERVICE!

Let us prepare your resume. We're a full service print shop.

614-3383

W. 331 Main, Spobne, WA

· - EASY PARKING .
Due to an error beyond our control, Artcrah Printing's ad and alphclbel'ical
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Phyllis Veien, Asst. to Director
Summer Session
Moscow, Idaho 83843
Telephone: (208) 885-6237
AA E:O

Be an Idaho resident student this summer

listing were omitted In the yellow pages of the 1983 Telephone Directory.
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For a copy of the Summer Bulletin containing com plete information including an application . call or
Vvrite unmediately .
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Sports
Worman
rallies
White
Compiled from staff accounts

Photo b)' DEREK HANSON

White team quarterback Rick Worman is tackled by LeRoy Walters after
a short gain in the Orland Killin Memorial Scrimmage last Saturday in
Woodward Stadium. Worman rallied the White to a 17-16 win.

Pac-~D playoffs

Eagles up to bat
8y JEFF WARK
Staff Writer
Eastern is Portland-bound.
The Eagles left today for
Portland where Eastern will open
the Pacific-IO Conference North
Di vis ion
playoffs
against
Washington State at 2 p.m. Friday
in Civic Stadium .
Portland State's 1-0 victory over
Oregon State on Tuesday settled
the matter of where the ND
tourney would be held. The Vikings lost the second game of the
make-up doubleheader to the
Beavers, and despite a first-place tie
with WSU, gain the right to hold
the tournament based on their two
victories in three games with the
Cougars this season.
PSU meets OSU in Friday's second playoff game. Winners and
losers play Saturday.

Meanwhile in other baseball action Tuesday , Eastern dropped a
pair of non-conference, regularseason ending games to NAIA
power Lewis-Clark State, losing
two one-run games, 6-5 and 4-J.
The final Pac-10 ND standings
are: l. PSU (15-6 conference, 39-15
overall); 2. WSU (15-6, 38-16); 3.
EWU (ll - 10, 29-21); 4. OSU
(11-1 J, 20-21); 5. Portland (10- 12,
23-18); 6. Gonzaga (6-14, 23-29); 7.
Washington (6-15, 16-27).
Eastern sweeps Viks:
Dramatic clutch hitting was the
specialty of the day as Eastern's
Eagles swept a doubleheader, 3-2
and 2-1 from Northern Division
frontrunner Portland State on
Saturday.
'' I was definitely going to go for
it with one swing," said Mike Betcontinued on page 7

Call this the next to the next to last
column you'll ever have to force read .
It' s just one more piece of newsprint to
use to line the kitty litter box with .
I can already hear the whispers. "All
right, just three more," is the collective
gasp.
Yes, just three more; just two more
not counting this one. I'm as pleased as
you are, to be sure.
Pac-10 baseball

Washington State couldn't xerox
Eastern 's success against Pacific-IO Conference Northern Division leader Portland
State. The Cougars, needing a sweep of
the Vikings last Sunday in Pullman to win
the Northern Division crown outright,
stumbled to a split, keeping the door
open for PSU to take the title and host
the four-team, double-elimination ND
tourney this weekend in always-wet
Portland.
The Cougars wouldn't have had a
chance to win the Pac-10 Northern Division championship without the generous
help of their neighbors-the Eastern
Eagles.
Eastern, by sweeping Portland State,
accomplished several things. The Eagles
became the only team to sweep the Vikings in a Pac- IO doubleheader this
season. PSU came into last weekend's action winners of 30 of its last 34 games
and the most wins in Oregon state
history. The Eagles beat previously
unbeatable Gary Cullison (9-0 coming in)
behind the Northern Division's Player of
the Week, Dana Schmerer.
Schmerer, who has won the most
games in one season in Eagle history,
posted his fifth Pac- 10 win (6- 1 overall)
and fifth complete game as he tossed a
nifty five-hitter at the Vikings, striking

Sometimes a college football
coach has to wonder whether the
evaluation of a team' s talent during spring drills outweighs the injuries a team incurs.
Eastern's backfield has been
declared an endangered species
after the Eagles' Red team took on
the White squad last Saturday in
the Orland Killin Memorial Spring
Football Scrimmage in Woodward
Stadium.
The White team, quarterbacked
by Rick Worman, waged a fourthquarter rally 'reminiscent of Weber
State's come-from-behind win over
Eastern last year.
Worman, who completed 13 of
23 passes for 195 yards, led the
White to two touchdowns and
helped set up the game-winning
field goal. All of the White scoring came in the final 4:53 of the
fourth quarter.

hoto b)'

: EK HANS ,

Joe Kniffen, a starter through most of his freshman and sophomore
seasons at tailback, grimaces after going down with a pulled left hamstring. EWU athletic trainers assist a helpless Kniffen.

The winning points came with no
time on the clock as freshman Mike
Skladany kicked a 28-yard field
goal for the winning margin.
Head coach Dick Zornes came
away_ pleased with the overall effort, particularly impressed with the
depth shown by the offense and
defense.
The Eagles went into the scrimmage shorthanded at running back

and offensive line and they suffered
a further blow in the third quarter
when tailback Joe Kniffen
(Sumner), a starter through most of
his freshman and sophomore
seasons, went down with a pulled
left hamstring. He will be out until fall practice.
Eastern is winding up its five
weeks of spring ball with drills this
week.

,.

"'

Phobo by CRAIG COPPOCK

Portland State's Guy Paxton (first baseman) awaits throw from pitcher Kurt Brauckmiller in the first game
of an Eastern doubleheader sweep last Saturday. A diving Jim Wasem barely beats the throw as the Eagles
won, 3-2.

Eagles can
win Pac-10
tournament
out six.
Eatern will take on Washington State
in the first-round of the Pac-IO ND
playoffs, meeting the Cougars Friday
afternoon.
The Cougars and the Eagles are no
strangers, haivng played six times this
season. They split the overall series and
the four-game Pac-10 series.
And Assistant Coach Clint Myers says
the team that will win the ND playoffs
will be the winner of the WSU-EWU
opening game. It's just a feeling he has,
he said.
The Eagles would be a good team to
bet on to win it if you were a betting
person. Eastern has won the games it has
had to win the last twQ weeks, and the
pitching staff, shaky and riddled with injury eariy in the season, has gradually
solidified into a consistent out-producer.
Friday, it will be the Cougars' . best in
Mike Costello against one of Eastern's
best in junior Eric Bauer. For the
weekend, Coach Jim Wasem has five
hurlers to work with: Bauer, Schmerer,
Mark Nevills, Jim Olson and Brent
Blum.
The Eagles win the must games. This
weekend is full of must games. Eastern

will win the ND tourney.
Pac-10· umpiring

We criticize movies, television and
radio broadcasting. Just about anything
in the public eye .
Being critical of something is not a virtue to be proud of, yet I must be critical
of this year's Pac-IO Conference ND umpiring.
Let's begin where the umps should get
their leadership, but don't.
Al Gracia is the director of ND umpires. For the most part, Gracia does an
adequate job. However, he's not
respected.
Gracia is the · biggest hot dog in the
local umpires association, larger than an
Oscar Meyer weiner. He's a showboat.
And he disgustingly chews while doing a
game, flooding the backstop area behind
home plate with his . brown saliva-calling
balls and strikes between spits.
There wasn't a Pac-10 game this year
that each team's coach didn't field a
kick-up-the-dirt, scream-in-the-ump's face
argument. And if you include all games,
well, you get the picture.
A sad state of affairs.
One person suggested a problem with
umpiring Northern Division games as op-

posed to umpiring in the Southern Division is climate. Those umpiring in the
warmer regions of Arizona and California umpire more games, thus developing
some consistency. Those umpiring in the
North develop as much consistency as the
rainy spring weather pattern.
The umpires this spring were conistently inconsistent. To make matters worse,
they were often inconsistently inconsistent. If you're confused, please forgive
me. So were the coaches this season .
I named Gracia because he's the leader
of the three-ring circus crews who dotted
the diamonds this spring.
I could name others but won't.
Suggestion: umpires should get together
with the coaches, discuss problems and
interpretations of rules and adopt a set of
rules to be enforced in each Pac-10 game,
not a selected few.
The records continue to mount

Credit Eastern 's defense for a one-season
record in double plays . The Eagles, with
three double plays in Saturday's first
game against PSU, broke the previous
mark of 46 double plays in one season.
After last weekend's action, Eastern had
a record 51 twinkillings in just 48 games.
Dana Cannon, who came on to save
Eastern's 7-3 win over Washington on
Sunday, recorded his sixth save, an Eagle
one-season record.
With another double on Sunday, shortstop Jim Wasem ran his one-season
record f0r doubles. to 16 and his career
mark to 26. He also has 40 runs, second
to pace-setter: and record holder Steve
Anderson, who has crossed the dish 41
times; a one-season mark.
Wasem also went 22 games, including
97 chances, to set a pair 'o f records
before being charged witli an error.
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This Farmer reaps gold
medals): shot, discus, javelin and
long jump," she says. "I was quite
excited and impressed with the way
I did. I didn't expect to do that
well."
Farmer is allowed to compete in
but six events in New York, so she
will drop the high jump and the 400
meter run from her slate of
contests.
"I feel really con fident with the
events I'm going to do," she says.
"I'd like to come back with all golds
in the Olympics. "

By GORDON WITTENMYER
Staff Writer
Cheney's most succesful Farmer
grows no cash crops, but she reaps
pure gold.
Karen Farmer, Eastern's answer
to Bruce Jenner, returned recently
from a trip to Nashville, Tenn.,
where she earned eight gold medals,
set eight United States records and
broke six world marks in winning
all of her track and field events in
a national meet preliminary to the
June 16-30 International Games in
New York City.
And the 20-year-old Eastern
sophomore did it. all with one leg.
Fa rmer completed in the U.S.
Amputee Championships April
27-29 in Nashville, and she will
travel to New York in June for the
1984 International Games for the
Physica lly Disabled.
The Cheney High School grad
has worn an artificial limb below
her right knee since that portion of
her leg was amputated at age 18
months.
In dominating her class at the
Nashville games, Farmer broke
world records in the 100 meter run
(15.8 seconds), the 200 meter run
(35.3 seconds), the long jump (3.72
meters), and javelin (32.48 meters
and a personal best), the shot put
(9.9 meters) and the discus (35.43
meters). Farmer broke her own
world records in both the shot and
discus. She set U.S. marks in the
400 meter run (l :20.8) and the high
jump (1.21 meters), her first attempt
ever in the high jump.
" [ went back there thinking J
would at least get four (gold

baseball
continued from page 6

The New York extravaganza is
not actually called the Olympics,
but "it's exactly like the Olympics
for the able bodies," says Farmer,
"except it's for the disabled. "
The games in New York will
feature athletes from 53 countries.
"People with all limbs" are able
bodies, says the trackster. " Then
everybody calls us disabled,'' she
says.
She has competed with able
bodies since seventh grade, excelling throughout junior high and
high school despite her apparent
handicap and earning a track
scholarship to Eastern .
She says the biggest difference
between able-bodied athletes and
disabled athletes is the attitude of
the tracksters as two groups.
"Able bodies are competing more
for themselves, striving just for
what they're doing and not really
supporting each other,'' she says.
"But in the disabled game, everyone
::heers on everyone else. Jt's like a
family. Everyone knows what we're
going through, and they know that

the top half of the ext ra inning
eighth and went in to the bottom
half where Bettinson blasted his
seventh home run of the year to insure the Eagles' 3-2 win .
Dana Cannon notched the victory after pitching one inning, the
eighth, despite sore-armed· Eric
Bauer pitching admirably through
seven , allowing just six hits with
five strikeouts.
Brian Snavely singled and scored
the tying run in the eighth, then
came up in the ninth singling in the
winning run with two outs giving
Eastern a big moral boost and completion of an intense sweep over
.
PSU's Viking.

t inson a fter depositing a rocketshot over. the left field fence on top
of " Heidelberg Hill" providing the
difference in the Eagles' extrainaj n.J~.v ictory in game .one. •· ~PSU had the bases loaded in the
seventh with a 2- 1 lead and one out
whe n third baseman Vern Yake
stopped a sizzling grounder, stepped on third and threw to first
completing a school recordbreaking 47th double play and getting out of a potentially disastrous
inning.
Yake, third in Pac-10 batting at
.379, doubled home rightfielder
Steve McDonald to knot the score ·
at 2-2. The Eagles then got out of

' 'The kids rose to the occasion
and played like gang busters,"

sports sho.rts
Compiled from staff accounts

Eastern Washington University
has added an 11th football opponent for the 1984 season to fill a
previously open Sept. 22 date.
Eastern will host Angelo State, a
Division II member of the Lone
Star conference in Spokane's Joe
Albi Stadium where Eastern will
play all of its 1984 home games,
Men's athletic Director Ron Raver
announced Tuesday.
The Eagles will open the 19.84
campaign by hosting longtime rival
Central Washington, Sept. 8.
EWU will meet Montana State
Sept. 15 before· hosting J\ngelo
State and, after traveling to Boise

State Sept. 29, the Eagles return to
Albi Stadium to meet Howard
Payne (Brownwood, Texas), also a
Lone Star Conference member,
Oct. 6. other home games will
match Eastern agaiµst Idaho Oct.
20 (homecoming) before the Eagles
wind up the season at Albi Nov. 17
against Northern Arizona.

Mountain West Tennis
Eastern's women's tennis team
will compete this weekend in the
Mountain West Athletic Conference tennis championships held
in Ogden, Utah.
Eastern's young team will compete all day Friday and all day

your leg is hurting when you 're going through it."
Running for amputees is made
more painful than for most because
of a separate and specific set o f problems. "The track and all the
pressure of pushing down on the
bottom of my stump does create
sores once in a while, " says Farrner.
Her training for competit ions is
admittedly "crazy" -and d ifficul t
with her 7-pound arti fkial limb.
C urrently, she is not running
mileage, but she rides the· bicycle
and does sprint workouts.
She also lifts weights three-days
a week during track season and five
days a week during the off season.
A fair weightlifter, Farmer bench
presses 210 pounds, and she won a
" For Women Only" powerli ftin g
event last fall at Pierson's Gym in
Spokane.
But track and weightlifting aren't
Farmer's only fortes. She is a lso a
member o f the U.S. O lympi c
volleyball team-the only woman
member of the team. " We just had
tryouts, and they just picked me, "
she says o f the volleyball team
selection.
Formerly, the U.S. vo lleyball
team was all male. " But the coach
designated me as being the best
at hlete, so they went to a committee and had the rule changed,'' says
Farmer.
The Eagle has played volleyball
longer tha n she has competed in
track, but she prefers track to the
team sport. " I'll be doing track probably the rest of my life," says the
gold reaper.

remark ed satis fied Coach J im
Wasem. "They have been coming
back from adversity all year long
and finally got a break or two they
deserved today. We g0t great pitching , timely hitting and the kids
came back to win both games. T his
sweep puts us into the post season
tourna ment."
Dana Schmerer went the distance
in game two as he recorded six
strikeouts .
In Sunday's action, Eastern split
with the University o f Washington ,
losing the fi rst game 7-2 before
wi11ning the second contest 7-3.
Catch Eastern baseball plavoff
action on Eastern radio sta ion
K-89 beginning Frid~y aftemot, ,tat
l :SO when the · .,gles oper. the
tourney against Washington State.

Saturday as Weber State College
hosts the championships.

Volleyball Recruit
Volleyball coach Barb Moe added Errin Seale, a six-foot hitter from
Wenatchee High School, to her list
of recruits. Seale will enroll a t
EWU next fall as a freshman.

Men's basketball recruit
Jerry Krause, men's basketball
coach, ran his list of recruits for the
1985 season to six late last week,
adding incoming freshman Mar k
Wiese to the prospective roster.
Wiese is a 6-5 swingman from
Magnolia H igh School in Anaheim,
Calif., where he set a school career
record with 1,178 points.
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Track teams
prep for meets
By Sports Informatio n
Both Easte rn Wa s h ington
U ni versity track a nd field teams
head into the final days of their
1984 sea so ns t his week when the
men' s squad has a n excellent
chance to win the rescheduled Vancouver Rela ys and the women wiII
be in Bozeman for the second a nnual M ounta in West A t hletic Co nference cham pionships.
Coach Jerry Martin , with ex ce lle n t dep th at t h e mid dl e
d istances, will have most of his
team available Sat urday for the
Vanco uver Relays which will be
held in Burnaby, B. C . T here will
be team scoring for the Swangard
Stadium event which originally was
scheduled for May I 2.
Coach Debo ra h Tan nehill is confi dent that her women 's tea m will
ma ke a no ticeable improvement
from a 7th place fi nish in the inaugural Mo untain West meet last
spring . She can call upo n a vastly
improved sprint corps and a group
o f solid runners at middle distances
to offset a lack of depth in fi eld
events.
The Mountain West meet opens
with h ep t a th lon c o m peti t io n
Wednesday and T hu rsday, but
EW U will have no entran ts . T he
main portion of the championships
will be held Friday and Saturday in
Reno H . Sales Stadium . Idaho won
in 1983.
The MW AC C ham pio nships
and t he Big S ky Con fe rence meet
for men will be run simultaneou sly in Bozeman, preceding the spring
meetings for both con ferences
which will begin Sunday and continue through Wednesday, May 23.
As Eastern nea rs the end o f its
fi rst seaso n o f competitio n at the
Division J le vel, Martin still has

hopes t ha t he may have one o r
more ath letes quali fy for the
N CAA Champions h ip s Ma y
28- June 2 in Eugene.
Two of his best candidates,
sprinter Dean J aegerma n a nd
800-me Le i- ace Cris Vi o let te
(Rai nier) , ran their best times o f the
season last Saturday. Jaegerman,
a senior from Port Orchard, broke
the EWU record for 400 meters for
the t hi rd time in two season s by
running a 47 .95 whi le p lacing second in Pullman where EWU had
scattered entries in Washington
State's double dual meet against
Oregon State and Idaho . H is o ld
mark was 48.04. Vio lette ran
l :50. 99 while wi nning the 800 in the
Ban cs ys tem s In vita tiona l in
Missoula .
The most successful quarterm iler in EWU histo ry , Jaegerma n
still needs to t rim more than a seco nd o ff his best time to meet national q u alifying s t and a rds .
Vio lette must break the EWU
record of l :48. 5 (ha nd-timed) to
qualify. Intermediate hurdler Steve
Jackso n (Vancouver) a lso is a
hopeful. He won his race in
Missoula with a 53 .18 clocking in
the 400 meter intermediate hurdles.
Both EWU squads will face their
final qualifying opport unity in the
Washington State T wilight Meet
May 26 in Pullman.
Tannehill's greatest apprehension about the Moun ta in West
meet is the fact that her athletes
have not competed since the Pelluer
Invitatio nal April 27 in C heney.
T he Montana State Invitational
was snowed ou t May 5 before the
Vancouver Relays were moved to
this weekend . Weber Sta te and
Idaho a ppear to be the fa vorites.

For Quality
and Price
We deliver gasoline,
diesel and lubricants

Bill's FILLS

* Softball Playoffs Finish Up This Week*
.

-

.

838-504 7
103 First

~

235-4400
Cheney

,

Spokane Gold Gym
Sammer Special
3 Mor:ith Membership
Reg. $79oo

NOW ONLY s4900

ROBERT'S SPORTS

With Student I. D.
South 20 Union
2 Blocks West of Pines
Spokane 99206

Open Mon.-Fri. 7 am-10 pm
Sat. 8 am-6 pm
Phone 924-7766

2

Down.own Cheney
Across Street from Sea-1st

~~4A¥-'J~
-- ·- ·
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Movies
'Natural' too formula; 'Firestarter' hot
''.Fi restarter ''

By CASSIE ANDREWS
Movie Critic
"The Natural" stars Robert Redford a a man who fu lfills his
lifetime dream of being a profe ional ba eball player.

In Stephen King's "Fi restarter, "
Drew is a child with a power to tan
fires by her wi ll , "Pyrokine i , "
they call it. She i the result of
parents who participated in an experiement with a drug called "Lot

He eL out for the big ci t hicago - to play pro ball, only to
be s topped by a woman he meet~
n the train . . . a trange lady who
eem to want to kill only the be t
there i . She hoot ·, but doe n't kill
him.
T hi in ident et Roy Hobb
(Red ford) back for ix teen ear .
H e then appear alrno -t out of
nowhere a the new pl ayer for the
_w York Knights. He · ti ll has the
" Wonderboy" bat he made for
him elf a a young boy, but at fir t
has a litt le difficulty in being a llowed to play. Pop, the manager of the
team, i reluctant to let him play
becuase he is an o ld rookie. The
team i o n a lo ing streak though
and one more bad player couldn't
pos ibl y make much of a difference
except for the better.
When he i finally a llowed to
play, he knocks the cover off the
bal l- literally. The crowd goes wild,
he achieves his fame among the
younger baseball fan s, a nd the
Knights come out of their losing
streak on their way towards the
pennant.

S iv "

Ten people participated in the experiment, which wa put on by the
"S hop, " a government agency.
Suppa edly, five would receive Lot
Six, and fi ve would only be injected
with water. But the hop lied: a ll
ten were injected with the drug.
During the experiment , Andrew
McGee meets Vicky and they fa ll
instantly in love, and a t the sa me
time receive p ychic power from
Lot Six. Vicky is able to read Andy's mind, a nd Andy i ab le to
"pu h" people to see a nd do things
they don't want to. For example, he
makes a taxi driver see a $1 bill as
$500 later in the film .
They marry, and ha e a daughter
named Charle ne (Charlie), the one
with pyrokinesis. Somehow, about
eight years have pa . ed and the
Shop · only now catching up to
them. All of the other Lot Six
vol11nteers have died or committed
suicide.

Contemplations of an aging rookie. Four years after his last film role, Robert Redford comes back to play
the lead character in the movie based on Bernard Malamud's " The Natural ." Redford comes back in the
·
person a of the comebacking Roy Hobbs, 35-year old major league rookie.

C harlie is able to set thingsincluding people-on fire, and is
not quite able to co ntrol it yet. H er
hands clench at her sides, her eyes
narrow, and her hair billows behind
her, apparently from the heat her
body is emitting. The object or person she is concentrating on then
bursts into flames.
George C. Scott plays a killer for
the shop named John Rainbird. H e
is a crazy man who wants only to
kill Charlie when she is at her
greatest degree of hapiness, staring
into her eyes in order to observe her
power.

Although excellently acted, the
movie's story is very "formula" and
very predictable throughou t. This
may bother some moviegoers, but
probably not most, judging from
the positive reaction of the audience
last Saturday night.
It is a fine movie, spri n kled with
excitement, attempted bribery and
murder, s uspense, and t he
American Dream of being the best
at what you do.

Martin Sheen plays the head of
the Shop, the one who is awed by
Charlies power a nd wants to experiment with it. He appread in another
movie bused on a Stephen King
book la st year-"The Dead
Zone" - in which he portrayed a
corrupt pollitician.
"Firestarter" is a good movi"e, but
not for very young ch ildren,
because of the blood and death
portrayed.

HAVING COMPANY?
TRY THE

Ill
II
w._

1st Che.ne.iY,,1.WA~-9.90O4
On State Highway 904
Color TV in Every Room!
PHONE: 235-6538

304

Ince :i, ling~:s ld lun CQ. Sand'~!~:or1ir,
" A Full Hair Salon That Has Personality"

10% Discount With Student I. D.
G00d Mon ., T Ues . & Wed .
(509) 838-5444
Mon. - Sat.
With Barbi or Chris
9:00 - 5:30

North 230 Howard
(Across from
Riverfront Park)

Owl Pharmacy
120 First, Cheney • 235-8441
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SILADIUM*COLLEGE RINGS
Your college ring is now.more affordable than ever. Save on an ~
variety of SHadiurn ring styles with custom features that expr&Sff your taste
and achievements. Each Siladium ring is custom made, with careful attention to detail. And every ArtCarved ring is backed by a Fun Uetine Warranty. Don't miss out. It's the perfect time to get a beautiful buy on a great
college ring. See your ArtCarved representative soon.
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governance----- Reis
...continued from page 1

by more communication with the
faculty' s business affairs council,
and more meetings of the University Budget and Planning Committee, which includes faculty and
student members. That committee
hasn't met since last spring, " which
has been a drawback on our part,"
he said.
Martinen was unavailable for
comment Wednesday .
The senate meets again Monday
and Hall said he hopes to have
some wording suggestions to write
faculty representation into the
shared governance document.
Once a final draft is agreed upon
by the senate and administration ,
the document will be sent on to the
entire faculty for a vote of approval
or disappro~al, and will probably

be made during the summer, he
said.
After talking to Russ Hartman,
vice president for business and
finance and Gordon Martinen, vice
president for extended programs,
Hall said he will have a better idea
of what type of representation the
faculty needs in those areas.
One option could be a faculty
member assigned to each area who
would be contacted by that particular vice president and kept informed of what decisions are being
made in those areas, as weii as
receiving agendas for meetings of
administrators in those areas, he
said.
Hartman said that such representation could be increased in his area

United
Ministries
Pastoral Epistle

...continued from page 1

" We can't keep young people there if we can ' t
educate them there, " she said .
Reis and her husband Jerry have been active in
Republican party politics, working on the Slade Gorton
. and Dan Evans senatorial campaigns. In 1982 she was
elected to t he Benton County Commission and serves on
a number of committees, including Governor Spellman's
Hazardous Materials Advisory Board and the Nati o nal
A ssociation of C ounties' committee on energy and the
envi ron men t.
She is also now in charge of her famil y' s aspha lt paving business, which was reorganized last year as a
women and minority owned business enterprise. She
puts in several hours on that job, often discussing t he
running of t he company at the dinner table, " because I
didn't want it to be a sham ," she said .
Rei s and board member Holly Sonneland met wi th
members o f the academic senate Tuesday for a board of
tru stees luncheo11, something Reis said she was loo king
forward to.
" I 'm anxious to get back to Eastern again ," she said
last month. "It will be like coming home. "

end up being submitted to the
board of trustees for them to vote
on, he said.
Jack Swan, pro fesso r o f
mat hematics has been involved
with the shared governance issue
for the past two years. He said he
is optimistic that shared governance can work if increased com munication continues to take place.
That communication level has
risen and fallen at different ti mes,
he said, noting that Presid ent
Frederickson has not held any
brown bag lunches lately, and that
the board of trustees no longer
operates on a committee structure.
"Those trustees committees gave
u s a good opportunity to meet
them and allow them to understand
what we're doing better, " he said.

Primary results
Votes

Percen tage

PAM STAMS
SHAWN HEFFRON
WILLIAM R. CHRISTY
MARIA C. WFTUS

82
194
102
100

17. 15%
40.59%
21.34%
20.92%

LARRY E. WALKER JR.
LISA ROSENAU
B. K. STEWART

125
176
176

26.21 OJo
36.90%
36.900Jo

PATRICIA DOR-DE-VILLE
M. J. WELTE

227
253

47.29%
52.71 %

UNDER 19
19-21
22-25
OVER 25

38
299
87
46

8.09%
63.62%
18.51 OJo
9.79%

MALE
FEMALE

271
196

58.03%
41.97%

ON CAMPUS
OFF CAMPUS CHENEY
SPOKANE
OTHER

278
128
57

59.15%
27.23%
12.13%
1.49%

Posilion 7

Position 8

_ It is getting close to that time of year when current students are preparing for graduation and continuing students are considering courses for
preregistration. The following courses are being offered by some of the
campus ministry groups for your consideration.

Position 9

GLOSSALIA I, II by Bob the Elf, Campus Daughtershire.
An awe-inspired, Spirit-filled program on the Gift of Tongues designed to build your vocabulary in prayer for language. May meet the foreign
language requirements for entry into UW. Bob is also considering ret~ining the services of Holy Hubert for pastoral care and general advisement.
BEER, PIZZA AND CUTHER'S THEOLOGY by Freds Frits, CAYAM
(College and Young Adult Mastication).
Varieties (and volumes) of beer and pizza will be tasted and their ingredi_e nts discerned while_listening to excerpts of Luther's writings set
to ~u1~a~ ~nd sun~ resi:,ons1vely between gulps. Self-discipline in regards
to inh1b1tmg burping will also be explored. Fred is also planning a course
i'I Scandinavrati ethAic -jokes and the teachings of Paul·.
,,,
;/

Age

Sex

1,

Residence

.

SOUTHERN

USING THE MALE PRONOUN by Matt Dallas, Junior Varsity Felows.
Making the Holy Spirit a "He" and showing coeds how to become
"sons of God" without the need for costly plastic surgery and hair
transplants. Evolution arguments will be taken seriously as well as the
" sudden conversien process." Scott Awestuck is also considering a
beard grooming course for all.
.

California
RESIDENTS
11

DIFFERENTIATING THE UNDIFFERENTIATED AESTHETHIC
CONTINUUM ... without using overexcessive polysyllabic verbiage by
Ted Chappell, United Ministries.
Cogitation and mental rumination on the Myaterfum Tremendum and
nausem while drinking coffee in the PUB with one of the church's most
misunderstood mystics. Ted is also exploring the possibility of offering
a course in the writing of Pastoral Epistles using misplaced clauses andsplit infinitives for English 101 students.

~------------------------------------11

Summer

1,

Olympic

Although we have it on good authority that these courses will be offered, it may be that God, in her infinite wisdom will see fit to end the
world before such a debacle can take place. Good luck!

PAX,
Ed

,

TOTAL BALLOTS CAST: 499

IS THE POPE POLISH? by Barb Golly Gowski, Her Life Periphery.
A history course investigating the family history of the current Pope.
Satisfies History 1A requirements. Barb has recently written a paper
~ntitled " Use of_l~quisition Racks for Modification of Bad Habits (Making your old rehg1ous costume fit after ten years in the closet).

Job Opportunities

1,
1,

t!lll-------------------------------------

TONIGHT: Christian Music Concert, Patterson Hall, 5-7 PM
Coming Up: May 31 - Alice in Blunderland, Kennedy, e PM

Men & Women 18 years and older

CROWD CONTROL & EVENTS SECURITY
Chriatlan Charch
524 5th

United Charch of Cbriat
423 N. 6th

235-4148

235-4193

Pastor John Myen

The Rev·. Bal Boclle

St. Paal'• Episcopal Chueh
7th and C
I

Positions available for the
competition & training sites
at the 1984 Surnmer Olympic Games.

II
II
1,

II

Viii out 1:. rt•t,111·11 imm,•,liatl'lr

235-6150
The Rev. Caryl Marsh

1,

II

United Methocliat Chuch
4th and G
235-4800
The Rev. Wayne

State _ _ _ _ZiJl ·- - - - Current Phone No __ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

·a campus ministry of ...

So. Calif. Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

AMERICAN BAPTIST CONVENTION
CHRISTll'\N.CHURCH (DISCIPLES OF CHHIST)
EPISCOPAL CHURCH
THE PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH. U .S.A.
UNITED CHURCH OF CHRIST
UNITED METHODIST CHUHCH

@

.

Name _ _________ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___ _ _ ______
Current Addrcs,.; _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Sohaah

THE REV. EDWARD T . CHURCH
DIRECTOR AND C AMPUS MINISTER
K-HOUSE
N . 9TH AND ELM
CHENEY, WA 99004
(509) 235-2500
235-2732

9

Zip _ _ _ _ So. Calif. Phont' No. _ _ __ _ __ _
When will you he in So. Calif. available to work? ___ __ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _
1,

ContcmJ)orar~· Services Corp.
(213) 479-7755

1607 Pontius Avt' .
I ,.A. CA 90025

10
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ood afternoo11. The sponsor-whom you
may know better as Rai11ier Beer-has
asked me to ·say a few words in behalf of this
latest release. Very well ... Tasteft1l.
Sophisticated. Intensely reFresl1i11g. In fact, I
consider it a veritable milestone in th.e annals of
the brewing industry. So keep a Fresh eye
out for Rainier's double bill of Psycoldpack
with Beertigo. (By the way, for a
ft1ll--sized and Rainierized movie poster
~
sho\,·ir1g yours truly, the Man Wl10
,
....
Brewed Too Much, send your name,
~,,.. ...
address, a11d check for $2.50 to:
Beerapher11alia, Rainier Brewing
C ompany, 3100 A irport Way S. ,
Seattle, Washington 98134.)
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What's happenin9
students to compete nationally

EWU Quartet Schedules
spring European tour
Eastern's Spokane String
Quartet departs late this month on
a four week tour of Europe, with
concerts scheduled in five countries, including an appearance in
Spokane's sister city, Luebeck,
West Germany.
The quartet features Kelly Farris and Jane Blege11 playing the
violin, Roxann Jacobson on the

Tuition due

viola, and Achilles Balab~Jlis wtM
play the cello.
- J.
The tour opens on ~1! at
Warnborough College, Oxfv. ~.
England, and concludes, after four
concerts throughout Europe, on
June 15, at Luebeck, West Germany during Music Festival Week.

DEMOS - MA V 23, 24

Joe Schaefer of Student
Receivables says: •'Unpaid tuition
and fees for spring quarter, 1984
are past due. To avoid being
deleted for the quarter, pay balance
before 4:45 p.m., May 25th in the
cashier's office Showalter 120.
Contact Student Receivables
Showalter 118 or call (Cheney)
359-2374, (Spokane) 458-6372 if
you have any questions about your
tuition and fees.''

Tawanka lines
close for paint
Tawanka Commons ha. a nnounced that lines one and two will
be closed for one week, beginning
Mo nday morning, May :.1 in order
to paint the <.:eiling in the North
,c1 in iil<g ....;.¥ 3 ~.... 1 ·i:i · ne ;,,S mith,
manager of dining services, said
that they are planning to be open
again Monday morning, May 29.
She said that if the paiming is
finished early, they will reopen
sooner.
In the meantime, line three will
be open at the following extended
hours: 7 :00-9: 15-hot breakfast,
9: 15-10:00-cold
breakfast.
10:30-2:15 -lunch,
and
4: 15-6:30-dinner.

Six of eight members of Phi Beta
Lambda business fraternity who attended a state Leadership Conference at WWU last month
qualified for national competition.
All eight members placed in 15
out of 18 events they competed in .
The eight members took comprehensive writing tests over accounting and management and
gave formal presentations and interviews . The eight members are as
follows:
Greg Deckard, who placed first
in Business Law, first in Data Processing I and third in Accounting
I; Les Hankel, who placed first in

car wash

set for kids
Saturday, May 19, a "Superwash" car wash will take place in
the University City parking lot near
the Crescent from lO a . m. to 6
p .m . The car wash is free, but
donations are welcome.
The event is sponsored by
Eastern 's Alpha Kappa Psi and
proceeds will be donated to
Spokane Child Abuse Network
(SCAN.).
For more information contact
Allen Gear or Jim Raymond at
359-7930.

third in Business Communications .
The six members who 'qualified
to compete in the National Convention, held July 5-9 in Atlanta,
Georgia,
are: Greg Deckard , who
.
will compete in Data Processing I,
Les Hankel, who will compete in
Data Processing II, Bob Heath,
who will compete for Mr. Future
Business Executive, Heather Rea,
who will compete for Ms. Future
Business Executive, Dave Rudy,
who will compete for Mr. Future
Business Teacher, and Karin Hoyt
will compete for Administrative
Assistant Secretary.

SENIOR HALL, 10-4

50%• * •OFF
DEC RAINBOWS
TM

System #1
PC100-B Rainbow 100, 1.28Kb (832KB max.)
2750.00
2x400Kb floppy drives
PC1 K1-AA USA Keyboard kit
245.00
VR201-B Green 12' ' video monitor
325.00
QV066-A3 CP/M 86/80 and MS/DOS op. systems 2.?0.00
LASO-RA LASO dot matrix printer, 50/100 cps
695.00
TOTAL
4265.00
Less 50% discount
2132.50
Plus .5% insurance
10.66
Plus freight (approximate)
51.00
SUBTOTAL
2194.16
Plus 7.8% sales tax
171.14
Plus 3% Bookstore handling
65.82
NET COST
2431.13
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54 75.00
24 5.00
325.00
250.00
1595.00
7890 .00
3 945.00
19.72
51 .00
4015 .72
313.23
120.47
4449.42
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PC1 00-P2 Rainbow 100 +, 128Kb (896Kb max)
2x400 floppy drives, 10 Mb winch .
PC1 K1-BA USA Keyboard kit
VR201-B Green 12" video monitor
OV066-A3 CP/M 86/80 and MS/DOS
LA 100-PC dot matrix printer 30/80/240 cps
TOTAL
Less 50% discount
Plus .5% insurance
Plus freight (approxi mate)
SUBTOTAL
Plus 7.8% sales tax
PLUS 3% Bookstore hand ling
NET COST

FOR FURTHER
INFORMATION CONTACT
ACADEMIC COMPUTING
(6668)
EWU BOOKSTORE

- '!'JI < ~ ..

,,

TM

System #2

Child care
subsidies
available
Child care subsidies are available
again. Applications will be accepted Monday,· May 21 through
Friday, May 25 in Showalter 207.
Full-time students with children
participating in chid care this
quarter are eligible to apply, and no
late applications will be accepted.
Subsidy grants will be $55 r 15
percent, whichever is less.
For more information, call Alisa
Ford of Associated Students,
359-2514.

Economics, and first in Data Processing II; Colleen Fichtner, who
placed second in Accounting 11;
Gerry Farley placed third in
Marketing; Bob Heath, placed first
for Mr. Future Business Executive,
placed second in Management, ,
and placed second in Business
Decision Making; Heather Rea,
placed second in Business Decision
Making, placed second in Impromptu Speaking, and second for
Ms. Future Business Executive·
Dave Rudy, Placed second for Mr'.
Business Teacher; and Karin Hoyt
placed first for Administrative
Assistant Secretary, and placed
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2000 SOFTWARE APPLICATIONS AVAILABLE
DIGITAL IS THE NO. 1 SUPPLIER OF MINICOMPUTERS IN THE WORLD
ANO NO. 1 SU~PLIER OF COMPUTING FOR HIGHER EDUCATION

*DOES NOT INCLUDE SERVICE CHARGES, TAXES, TRANSPORTATIO'N
AND INSURANCE
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Late ·checks bug vets
By AL VOGEL
1aH Writer
' 'The problem quarter! certificatio n are
goi ng 10 create will ha e t be judged ix
month down the road,·' aid Louie Cerna
of the Washington State Department of
Veter n Affair in Tuesday ' presentation
by the EWU Veterans Student Council to
E\\ U veterans who would be affected.
The Veterans Administration is proposing
that a ll veterans receiving educational
benefit be certified on a quarterly or
semester basis, which would result in their
being paid at the end of each quarter, instead
of the monthly check they now receive .
For some veterans, this would mean going fall quarter without any payment during
the quarter, but receiving their check at the
beginning of winter quarter.
" I've been advised by the Veterans Administration that this will be effective Aug.
I, 1984," said Cerna.
Accordin g to Caro l Cordes, EWU
veterans coordinator, it may take six to seven
weeks to process the certification required by
the VA , but certification may not be sent in

until the fir t day of the quarter, instead of
earlier which had been the practice.
Becau e all chools must send in their certification on the same day, thefe will beaterrific influx of paperwork to the VA in
Seat tle , which will most likely result in even
further d lays, said Corde .
Cerna said he talked to the VA in Seattle
about problems created by the new system,
and was told that "'We are going to have
problems,' but they are not sure what problems will surface."
The certification by semester or quarter
proposal was designed to give the VA better
control over overpayments to veterans , who
had attended a partial quarter or semester
then dropped from school, still receiving
benefits, and not repaying them.
Cordes urged that those veterans who plan
to attend summer quarter get their paperwork submitted and registration done as
soon as possible. "We need your help getting everything into the system by July," she
said.
Frank Thompson of the Spokane County
Veterans Services said his office is prepared

K-89's Top l'en
Hello
Against All Odds
Let's Hear It for the Boy
Love Somebody
You Might Think
Footloose
Oh Sherrie
Time After Time
Hold Me Now
Tonight

I.
2.

3.
4.
5.

6.
7.
8.

9.
IO.

COLLEGE GRADS PROGRAMMER. 8.S. IN COMPUTER
SCIENCE OR MIS W / C.S.
MINOR. FEE PAID. $18K . .
JEANNINE 624-3281 PERSONNEL UNLIMl'r~E>.
Term Papers, Resumes, Theses, All
your typing needs. Cal l WORD
PRO . 456 -8024. Downtown
Spokane. West 421 Riverside
Avenue . Two blocks from the bus
top. Thank you.

Tom's Away ... Let's Play!!
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i FREE! i
iI Small
Drink ·I
With Lunch I

With An Ad In The
Easterner!
Contact Alpha Kappa Psi At:
359-7930 for Details.

Weekdays
11 AM-3 PM

1
1
I

Kingston Room 328-A.

I
l $1.00 OFF ON- YOUR NEXT ORDER I I
I
••• ■,

Excludes Leath ers • One Per Customer
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JIFFY CLEANERS
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236-6249

1708 First SI.. Chenev
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Wanted two refined women, college students, at least 20 years of
age for cooking and housekeeping
at large Coeur d'Alene Lake summer home. From approximately
June I, 1984 until Sept. 15 or Oct.
I , 1984. Separate living quarters
provided. Only responsible and
qualifed need apply . Salary $750
per month. Write to Mrs. H. F.
Magnuson, Box 469, Wallace,
Idaho 83873; sending complete
resume,
experience,
and
qua Ii fications.

WANTED
•Workers
•Books
•Tutoring
•Vehicle

And Much, Much More!!

1---• coupon - - -1

-. Congratulate ,,A Graduating Senior

Todd,
Ray,
Pat,
Julie ,
Dallas: Remember the good time
Saturday nite al J. W . ' s, Moscow?
Please call Donna and Lauri al
334- 1422 in Pullman for more!!

•Books
•Cars
•Bikes
• Accessories

COMPUTER TERMINALS for
rent. Only $49 per month (2 mo.
minimum). Stay at home and program. Rent may apply to purchase.
Call or come in and see us lODAY!
ACME Computers. 1727 E:
Sprague, 535-4122.

Monday-May 21st

To Wanda: Happy eight month
reunion with ME and many more
to come. Love ya.

SALES

v ·__;:..r.:;·'

COUPON

According to Cordes, veterans who wish
to obtain the names and addresses of their
legislators can pick up a list in the registrar's
office during business hours.

For Sale: Classified Ads
in the Eastener. 25 Words
or Less Only $2.00.

Spacious one, two, and three
bedroom apartments available at
low summer rates. I block from
campus. Includes swimming pool ,
laundry facilities, and extra storage
space. Contact Mark at Talsman
Apartments. 235-2456.

''Shou,ie's''

i•••• SAVE!!•••••--••-••••••

The proposal, if adopted, could seriously
affect the approximately 500 veterans attending Eastern.
Bartnick noted that loans are available for
students who need emergency money, but
that "there is not enough to go around." According to Bartnick, long lines and a firs tcome, first-served basis are characteristics of
the EWU student loan program.
At times during the meeting, emotions
were intense, and many veterans looked
upon the proposal as "unfair" and a
"punishment to us when we don't deserve
it."
All of the speakers agreed, but stressed the
importance of writing legislators to bring
pressure to bear against the VA to change
or delete their proposal.
According to Cerna, the VA "never really raised the issue as to what hardships might
result (from the quarterly certification proposal) . I mean, this is obvious."

Classified Ads

Lionel Richie
Phil Collins
Deniece Williams
Rick Springfield
The Cars
Kenny Loggins
Steve Perry
Cyndi Lauper
Thompson Twins
Kr.ul and the Gang

Hear Eastern's Top 30 countdown every Monday night from
6-9 p.m. with Allen Gainer, only on K-89 ... The Sou nd of the
80's.

* Happy-Hour Prices*
4 p.m.-12 p.m.
Free Pool!!!

to help velerans experiencing financial difficulties on a " walk -in basis." According to
Thompson, 1he only stipulation i that the
veteran be a resident of Wa hington state for
at least one year.
Addressing the 40-plus veterans who attended the meeting open to all EWU veterans
attending school, Cordes urged them to start
saving now to attend fall quarter, because
if the proposal is accepted, "It will be a long
time until you see your first check.''
Veterans were also urged by John Hansen,
chairman of EWU's Veterans Students
Council, to write their Senators and
Representatives with constructive criticism of
the plan. Veterans were also urged to write
a personal letter, as "form letters and petitions are not as effective in letting your views
be heard. n
During the question and answer period,
Paul Bartnick of the EWU financial office
said that veterans who are unable to pay full
tuition because of the new certification
system may be given a grace period to pay
the full amount-"But you have to have at
least two-thirds of your tuition paid," he
said.
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Call 359-7930
For Information
or Bring Ad
into Room 328-A
Kingston: Alpha Kappa Psi

inr4m·s

One Ice Cream Bar or
1/4 Lb. of JeUy Bellies

Q!atthits

with any '400 Purchase.

Gifts and Flowen

FREE
456-8466
Ri\/erpark Squue Skywillk U\/el
Between Cruceat & Nonlatroma

Good thru 5/31 /84

~,Good Till June 30th ,·,
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In The Easterner!
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S 135

Meat Patty, American Cheese and Ham
With All The Trimmings
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Ads Must Be Recei~ed By 2 pm Friday
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